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Separating relay 1-fold for 1 awning - Isolator relay
venetian blind 3A 175020

Elso
175020
4013984137033 EAN/GTIN

339,07 CNY excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 15-16 days* (CHN)

1-fold cut-off relay for 1 awning 175020 Type of installation flush-mounted, central input, extension input, number of connectable motors 1, nominal voltage 230V, frequency 50
... 50Hz, rated current 3A, electronic cut-off relay 1-fold 230 V, 750 VA, for controlling an awning, Venetian blind, roller shutter, for 2-way operation or central control (parallel
switching of several isolating relays), metal support plate can be removed, so can also be used without a special cover, eg a spring cover
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